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398a Tuesday, February 5, 2013refolded into the native state in 20 ms. The folding in the simulation is slower
than the one measured in pressure-jump experiment, but faster than the folding
time of 80 ms measured in temperature-jump experiment. A complete unfolding
and refolding process was observed in the trajectory, which permitted the char-
acterization of high-pressure denatured states and refolding pathway. The pres-
sure jump simulations carried out for this study can be employed in the future to
investigate slow-folding proteins through 10~100 ms molecular dynamics sim-
ulations by inducing a fast folding phase.
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The 20-residue protein Trp-cage is a rapidly folding protein ideal for testing
different strategies in folding simulations. The system was studied via the
weighted ensemble (WE) approach where trajectories evolved according to
Langevin dynamics in implicit solvent. In the WE method [Huber and
Kim, Biophys. J., 1996], the configuration space is divided into arbitrary re-
gions called bins. Trajectories arriving to new bins are replicated into identi-
cal daughter trajectories that inherit the history and a corresponding fraction
of the parent’s weight. In general, WE is a parallel method that forces a sys-
tem to explore timescales and regions of configuration space typically inac-
cessible in regular simulations. Unbiased estimates of rates and other
properties are produced. Appropriate selection of bins remains a challenging
aspect of WE, however, especially in non-trivial systems such as proteins. For
Trp-cage, different binning strategies are explored using 1D and 2D binning
coordinates with the goal of improving efficiency. Rate constants calculated
in both the high and low friction regimes are compared with independent
estimates.
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In protein folding processes, mutual correlation and cooperativity are com-
monly used to describe the interactions between different residues in a pro-
tein. However, these metrics do not provide any information on the
causality relationships between these residues. The drive-response relation-
ships in protein folding processes are still poorly studied and, due to technical
limitations, are difficult to measure experimentally. The information theory
transfer entropy (TE) provides a direct measurement of causality between
two times series. We have used this method to quantify the causality between
residues in the folding processes generated from molecular dynamics simula-
tions for six small proteins, i.e., Trp-cage, BBA, Villin, WW domain, NTL9
and BBL (Lindorff-Larsen K. et al. (2011) Science. 334, 517-520). Instead of
using one single TE value, we calculated the time-dependent TE using the
residue-based Q-scores along the folding/unfolding processes. Preliminary
analysis reveals that the residues in the hydrophobic cores are frequently in-
volved in drive-response relationships, indicating the critical roles of these
residues. The time-dependent TE also allows us to identify key events during
the folding and evaluate the contributions from non-native contacts. We ex-
pect further studies may disclose more details on the causality relationships
of the residues and the folding mechanisms of these proteins.
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Earlier experiments suggest that the evolutionary information (conservation of
amino acids and coevolution between amino acids) encoded in protein se-
quences is necessary and sufficient to specify the fold of a protein family. How-
ever, there is no computational work to quantify the effect of such evolutionary
information on the folding process. Here we simulate a repertoire of native and
artificial WW domain sequences using a physics-based protein structure search
method called ZAM (Zipping and Assembly method), which samples confor-
mational space effectively towards native-like conformations through zipping
and assembly search mechanism. We explore the sequence-structure relation-
ship for WW domains and find that the coevolution information has a remark-
able influence on local contacts of N-terminal b-turn of WW domains . This
turn would not form correctly in the absence of such information. Moreover,
through maximum likelihood approach, we identify five local contacts that
play a critical role in folding. using the contact probability of those five local
contacts at the early stage of folding, we built a classification model. Thisenables us to predict the foldability of a WW sequence with 81% accuracy.
Based on this classification model, we re-design the unfoldable WW domain
sequences and make them foldable by introducing a few mutations that lead
to stabilization of these critical contacts.
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Molecular Dynamics allows investigating the dynamical properties of biomol-
ecules. Protein folding simulations are computationally challenging when sim-
ulating all involved (solvent) atoms considering timescales of ms or slower.
Native structure based models (SBM,‘Go-models’) reduce computational
complexity and have been proven to be a robust and efficient way for exploring
the protein folding process (Schug and Onuchic 2010; Thirumalai, O’Brien et
al. 2010). They are based on energy landscape theory and the principle of min-
imal frustration. Using this framework, we simulate protein folding for a large
set (~ 200) of non-homologous monomeric proteins sized from 50-150 amino
acids in coarse-grained simulations, representing each amino acid by a single
bead. A fully automatized workflow implemented with the help of eSBM
Tools (Lutz et al.) guides these simulations. From the simulations, we extract
typical folding properties like phi-values, folding free energy landscape and
transition state ensembles. We repeat the simulations for a variant SBM
with flavored contact strengths pending on amino acids composition. The re-
sulting database estimates the robustness of folding parameters, quantifies
the folding behavior, compares the behavior to existing experimental data
and can serve as a baseline for comparison to future experiments or simulations
of protein folding.
Schug, A. and J. N. Onuchic (2010). ‘‘From protein folding to protein function
and biomolecular binding by energy landscape theory.’’ Curr Opin Pharmacol
10(6): 709-714.
Thirumalai, D., E. P. O’Brien, et al. (2010). ‘‘Theoretical perspectives on pro-
tein folding.’’ Annual review of biophysics 39: 159-183.
Lutz, B., et al. (2012), in Proceedings of the 11th International Conference on
Modeling and Applied Simulation, Wien, 2012, edited byM. Affenzeller, et al.,
pp. 237.
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The Trp-cage is an extensively studied miniprotein. Most of the literature,
however, studies the TC5b variant of this protein. Andersen et al., showed
that by mutating the first four residues to a high alanine content, it is thought
that the alpha helix is further stabilized, resulting in a higher folding temper-
ature for the TC10b variant than for the original, TC5b, sequence. In this
study, we computationally investigate the higher folding temperature and
its causes using Replica Exchange Molecular Dynamics (REMD). First, we
show that indeed the TC10b variant has a higher folding temperature in
our simulations than TC5b. We also find that the helical fraction is higher
as well. Computing the structural ensemble, we further found differences
in the lack of a prevalent secondary substrate, as is the case for TC5b. We
finally compute thermodynamics parameters that define the stability diagram,
Delta G(P,T), and show that while many other parameters are identical, such
as the compressibility, linear expansion coefficient etc., we find that the free
energy of folding is more than twice that of TC5b. We conclude that our re-
sults support the contention that in most ways, the sequence yields an almost
identical structure, with some slight differences, compared to TC5b, but is
more stable. This work is supported by the NSF MCB-1050966 to AEG
and CCNI at RPI.
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Alzheimer’s disease (AD) has been identified as a progressive, neurodegener-
ative disorder associated with protein misfolding due to the aggregation of
monomeric b-amyloid proteins (Ab) to form fibrillar plaques. Experimental
attempts to purify and chemically analyze the structure of Ab protofibrils
and to elucidate the mechanism of fibril formation have yet to reveal much
about the molecular etiology of AD, due to the low solubility and non-
crystalline nature of Ab. It has been shown experimentally that the DE22-
Ab1-39 (Japanese) mutation of the b-amyloid leads to production of typical
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wild-type (WT) Ab1-40. To better understand the fibril-forming mechanism
of the Japanese mutant peptide we have ran several long (ms) all atom explicit
water molecular dynamics simulations of the mutant and WT peptide starting
from the random-coil structure at two different temperatures (310 and 350 K).
Our simulations showed that the DE22-Ab1-39 mutant formed a stable semi-
helical hairpin structure about 5 times faster than the WT. The helical hairpin
conformation was less evident in WT trajectory and was quickly unfolded
(particularly at 310K). The RMSF plots showed similar patterns of fluctua-
tions in both the WT and mutant backbone atoms. However, the deletion of
the E22 lowered the fluctuations of the mutant structure by about 2A at
310K. This fast and stable conformational change in DE22-Ab1-39 can be
used as a seed for the rapid fibril formation as observed in the experimental
studies.
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We have recently developed Meld, a framework to Model with limited data.
This framework combines sparse information coming from different experi-
mental, bioinformatics and even evolution sources into a physics based meth-
odology. The physics are implemented through an atomistic force field. An
improved version of a hybrid Hamiltonian/temperature replica exchange [1]
procedure allows us to handle the limited data along with the physics in a fash-
ion that obeys detail balance. After our initial use in the CASP experiment
(critical assessment of structure prediction) to predict the structures of pro-
teins, we are now interested in showing how this procedure can help us to cor-
rectly model cases in which small peptides are interacting with proteins. This
procedure has the advantage of having both peptide and protein as flexible
units. Input data is introduced in the calculation as restraints. A naı¨ve ap-
proach in which all the restraints are imposed at the same time would be a fail-
ure. Therefore, we allow for errors in the data by enforcing only a fraction of
those restraints. We allow the physics to decide which restraints are the most
compatible with the system. In this way, the conformational space is greatly
reduced, and in combination with 100x improvements in sampling efficiency
coming from GPU, allows us to converge into possible solutions. After our
calculation is done, clustering methods allow us to identify the candidate
docking regions. We plan to combine the top clustering solutions with all
atom free energy methods based on confinement techniques [2] to identify
the most likely binding site.
1. Sugita, Y., A. Kitao, and Y. Okamoto, ‘‘Multidimensional replica-exchange
method for free-energy calculations’’. Journal of Chemical Physics, 113(15): p.
6042-6051 (2000).
2. Tyka, M., Clarke, R. and Sessions, R. An efficient, path-independent method
for free-energy calculation, J. Phys. Chem. B,110, p. 17212-17220 (2006).
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Structural details of amyloid-b (Ab) fibrils associated with plaque deposition
in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) remain poorly characterized. Hydroxyl radical
footprinting offers a powerful method to test and develop new models of fibril
topology. Herein, we present an oxidative footprinting study of fibrillar and
prefibrillar Ab40. Hydroxyl radicals for the study were produced by water
hydrolysis, and specific side chain solvent accessibilities – oxidation rates –
were determined by post-exposure MS/MS sequencing for fifteen residues
of Ab40 in fibrils and in oligomers. These rates are compared to the rates
of the same side chains in fully solvent exposed reference peptides. Compar-
ison reveals significant protection of key residues in both fibrillar and prefi-
brillar Ab40. These data allow validation and rejection of structural models
proposed previously in 2D-IR, electron microscopy, NMR, and powder dif-
fraction studies further providing topological insight on Ab40 quaternary
assemblies.
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Relating bulk experimental measurements of protein folding to the microscopic
processes that underlie the folding principle is critical in order to achievea quantitative understanding of this complex phenomenon. One of the funda-
mental issues is the probe-dependence of protein folding properties. To address
this issue, we had proposed a statistical model, modified from the original
Wako-Saitoˆ-Mun˜oz-Eaton (WSME) model [1]. The proposed model intro-
duced site-dependent properties of proteins whose predictions can be compared
with probe-dependent experiments [2]. To assess the validity of the folding
properties obtained by fitting experimental data to the models, we applied
both models to the case of a b-hairpin. The mean-field treatments of both
models were compared with their exact solutions. By examining the folding
curves, our results show that the mean-field result from our model is more sat-
isfactory than that from the original one. Moreover, our MD simulation results
also support the underlying assumptions of the modified model. Therefore, our
model provides some insights into the relationship between its thermodynamic
predictions and the probe-dependent experiments. Finally, I will discuss some
possible applications of the proposed model, to a larger protein system with a/b
motif as well as to protein aggregation.
1. Mun˜oz, V.; Henry, E. R.; Hofrichter, J.; Eaton, W. A., PNAS1998, 95, 5872-
5879
2. Tsai, M. Y.; Yuan, J. M.; Teranishi, Y.; Lin, S. H., J. Biol. Phys.2012, DOI:
10.1007/s10867-012-9271-y
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We present force-clamp data on the collapse of ubiquitin polyproteins in re-
sponse to a quench in the force. These nonequilibrium trajectories are analyzed
using a general method based on a diffusive assumption of the end-to-end
length to reconstruct a downhill free energy profile at 5pN and an energy pla-
teau at 10pN with a slow diffusion coefficient on the order of~100nm ^ 2/s. The
shape of the free energy and its linear scaling with the protein length give val-
idity to a physical model for the collapse. However, the length independent dif-
fusion coefficient suggests that internal rather than viscous friction dominates
and thermal noise is needed to capture the variability in the measured times
to collapse.
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Understanding molecular determinants of protein mechanical stability is im-
portant not only for elucidating how elastomeric proteins are designed and
functioning in biological systems but also for designing protein building blocks
with defined nanomechanical properties for constructing novel biomaterials.
GB1 is a small a/b protein and exhibits significant mechanical stability. It is
thought that the shear topology of GB1 plays an important role in determining
its mechanical stability. Here, we combine single molecule atomic force mi-
croscopy and protein engineering techniques to investigate the effect of side
chain reduction and hydrophobic core packing on the mechanical stability of
GB1. We engineered seven point mutants and carried out mechanical phi-
value analysis of the mechanical unfolding of GB1. We found that three muta-
tions, which are across the surfaces of two subdomains that are to be sheared by
the applied stretching force, in the hydrophobic core (F30L, Y45L, and F52L)
result in significant decrease in mechanical unfolding force of GB1. The me-
chanical unfolding force of these mutants drop by 5090 pN compared with
wild-type GB1, which unfolds at around 180 pN at a pulling speed of
400 nm/s. These results indicate that hydrophobic core packing plays an impor-
tant role in determining the mechanical stability of GB1 and suggest that opti-
mizing hydrophobic interactions across the surfaces that are to be sheared will
likely be an efficient method to enhance the mechanical stability of GB1 and
GB1 homologues.
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Mitochondrial import machinery catalyses unfolding of the native precursor
proteins by trapping some faster local unfolding fluctuations due to specific sec-
ondary structural element adjacent to the targeting sequence. On the rupture of
the first resistant structure, the rest of the protein unfolds rapidly by cooperative
unfolding during import into the mitochondrial matrix. The process of circular
